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Lever Word Problems



OODIN ATH



Lever Problems are word problems that use the lever principle. A good example of a lever is the seesaw. A lever can be set up with unequal weights placed at different distances from the balancing point (also called the fulcrum). general lever diagram



W1



W2 =



D1



w1 × d1



D2



=



w2



×



d2



In order for the above lever to be balanced, the following equation must be satisfied.



Sketching a diagram of the situation is usually helpful in solving lever problems.



Simple problems with four bits of data may also be solved as an INVERSE proportion. When Weight gets bigger, distance must get smaller! More complicated problems- with 2 people on one side, and 1 on the other are complex with the proportion table, but can be done. Consider using a proportion table in class to check problems only if you have solved problems involving indirect variation.
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Lever Word Problems
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W2 D1



=
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D2



Day



Alice and Barbara are playing on a seesaw. Alice’s weight is 30 pounds, and she is sitting at the distance of 4 ft from the fulcrum. Barbara is sitting at the distance of 3 ft from the fulcrum, and the seesaw is in balance. Could you determine Barbara’s weight using this data?



OODIN ATH



Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Andrew and Bill are playing on seesaw (see Figure 4 to the right). Andrew's weight is 40 pounds, and he is sitting at the distance of 4 ft from the fulcrum. Bill's weight is 80 pounds. Where Bill should seat to balance the seesaw? Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Lever Word Problems



Name



ATH



Date Day W1



W2 =



D1



D2



A 60 pound boy sits 2 feet from the fulcrum on a seesaw. How far from the fulcrum should a 40 pound dog sit so that they balance? Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



600 g



W2 12’



=



36’



How much weight should be placed in the right side box so that the lever balances?
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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A 200-pound weight is located 5 feet from the fulcrum. How far from the fulcrum should 125 pounds be placed to balance the lever? Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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An 8-ounce weight is placed at one end of a 36 inch yardstick. A 10-ounce weight is placed at the other end. Where should the fulcrum be placed to have the yardstick balanced?



Day OODIN ATH



Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



A 120-pound weight is located 8 feet from the fulcrum of a lever. How much weight at a distance of 10 feet on the opposite side of the fulcrum would balance it? Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Fred weighs 90 lbs and Jane weighs 60 lbs. They are both seating on a seesaw. If Fred is seated 10 feet away from Jane, how far should each be from the fulcrum of the seesaw?



OODIN ATH



Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



240 g



W2 .7 M



=



.5 M



How much weight should be placed in the right side box so that the lever balances?
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Lever Problems: More than Two Objects



Date Day



Fred, Peter and Jane weigh 80, 60 and 50 lbs respectively. Fred sits 3 ft., Peter sits 5 ft. and Jane sits 6 ft. from the fulcrum on the same side. How far must their 200 lb. father sits from the fulcrum in order to balance them?



OODIN ATH



Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Sue and Cathy are seated on the same side of a seesaw. Sue is 6 feet from the fulcrum and weighs 115 pounds. Cathy is 8 feet from the fulcrum and weighs 120 pounds. Jud is seated on the other side of the seesaw, 10 feet from the fulcrum. If the seesaw is balanced, how much does Jud weigh? Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Mr. Woodin can push down with a force of 200 lbs. He has a 6 ft long crowbar. He is going to use the crowbar as a lever to lift the stone. The fulcrum is 1 foot from the stone. How heavy a stone could Mr. Woodin lift?



OODIN ATH



Sketch the diagram.



Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Mr. Woodin can push down with a force of 200 lbs. He is going to use a 2x4 board as a lever to lift the 1000 pound corner of his car. The fulcrum is 1 foot from the car. 1)How long must his side of the board be so Mr. Woodin can lift it? 2) How long a board does he need? Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Mr. Woodin can push down with a force of 200 lbs. He has an 8 ft long 2X4. He is going to use the 2x4 board as a lever to lift a log. The fulcrum is 2 feet from the log. How heavy a log could Mr. Woodin lift?
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Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Mr. Woodin can push down with a force of 200 lbs. He has an 8 ft long 2X4. He is going to use the 2x4 board as a lever to lift a log. The fulcrum is 3 feet from the log. How heavy a log could Mr. Woodin lift? Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Mr. Woodin can push down with a force of 200 lbs. He has an 8 ft long 2X4. He is going to use the 2x4 board as a lever to lift a log. The fulcrum is 4 feet from the log. How heavy a log could Mr. Woodin lift?
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Sketch the diagram.



Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________ Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Mr. Woodin can push down with a force of 200 lbs. He has an 8 ft long 2X4. He is going to use the 2x4 board as a lever to lift a log. The fulcrum is 5 feet from the log. How heavy a log could Mr. Woodin lift?



Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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Sketch the diagram. Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________



Sketch the diagram.
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Define the variable: ___= _____________________________________________
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